PosiBall Universal Hose
Support
Achieve proper positioning of the milking unit
for a complete and even milkout

Simple, effective positioning — the PosiBall suspends milk and
pulsation hoses for optimal weight distribution and allows them to
move in unison as the cow moves, for more comfortable milking.
Multiple balls along the rope give a wide range of connection
points to accommodate almost any udder in the herd.
Quick, one-hand attach — the PosiBall stays with the milk
hose and is easily accessible for the operator to quickly attach the
correct ball in the pocket of the bracket, which is attached to the
butt pan (or detacher arm on rotary parlors). This allows operators
to properly position the hose support at the correct height for an
efficient, comfortable milking on every cow.
Safety for the cow and operator — when the detacher lifts
the milking unit for removal, the ball comes out of the pocket,
disconnecting the PosiBall rope from the butt pan (or rotary
detacher arm). There is nothing to get in the operator’s way when
prepping or post dipping. Also, nothing with sharp edges that could
hurt the operator or cow is attached to the curb. Plus, the PosiBall
rope itself is made from high-strength polyurethane with smooth
edges — there is no chance of injury from chains, hooks or cables.

PosiBall supports the milk hose in the best possible position
for safe, effective, and comfortable milking for every cow.

Highly compatible — the PosiBall Universal Hose Support works

The simple squeeze spring hose clamp
allows the hose to be slid forward or
backward, quickly and easily.

with virtually any parlor configuration, on any brand of equipment.
Optional slide track — designed for parallel stalls. Operators can
easily slide the rope attach bracket from left to right and achieve
on-center unit positioning, even for those cows that don’t stand on
center in the stall.
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The side to side adjustability
of the track-mounted PosiBall
system makes excellent
alignment achievable – even
when cow positioning is
not on center.
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properly aligned and supported on the cow.
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Value priced — an affordable way to ensure the milking unit is
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